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A B S T R A C T

To fabricate a highly biocompatible nanoplatform enabling synergistic therapy and real-time imaging, novel
Au@Bi2S3 core shell nanobones (NBs) (Au@Bi2S3 NBs) with Au nanorods as cores were synthesized. The
combination of Au nanorods with Bi2S3 film made the Au@Bi2S3 NBs exhibit ultrahigh photothermal (PT)
conversion efficiency, remarkable photoacoustic (PA) imaging and high computed tomography (CT) perfor-
mance; these Au@Bi2S3 NBs thus are a promising nanotheranostic agent for PT/PA/CT imaging. Subsequently,
poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone)-modified Au@Bi2S3 NBs (Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs) were successfully loaded with the an-
ticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX), and a satisfactory pH sensitive release profile was achieved, thus revealing the
great potential of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs in chemotherapy as a drug carrier to deliver DOX into cancer cells. Both in
vitro and in vivo investigations demonstrated that the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs possessed multiple desired features for
cancer therapy, including extremely low toxicity, good biocompatibility, high drug loading ability, precise tumor
targeting and effective accumulation. Highly efficient ablation of the human liver cancer cell HepG2 was
achieved through Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB-mediated photothermal therapy (PTT). As both a contrast enhancement
probe and therapeutic agent, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs provided outstanding NIR-triggered multi-modal PT/PA/CT
imaging-guided PTT and effectively inhibited the growth of HepG2 liver cancer cells via synergistic chemo/PT
therapy.

1. Introduction

Cancer is widely regarded as the leading cause of death and is
mostly identified at an advanced stage, when surgery is no longer the
first choice to resect tumors, and only a few traditional treatment re-
gimens, such as chemotherapy, are available [1]. Cancer patients
usually experience severe side effects and drug resistance from con-
ventional chemotherapy, owing to the poor solubility and non-targeting
properties of drugs [2,3]. To overcome these issues, many efforts have
been made to design biocompatible nanomaterials to deliver conven-
tional chemotherapy drugs to tumor sites and achieve a synergistic
therapeutic effect under pH/photothermal (PT) sensitive profiles
[1,2,4], [5]. Exploring simple methods to prepare core-shell structured

nanocomposites as drug carriers and PT conversion agents is of great
importance and has attracted much attention as a means to potentially
achieve diagnostic and therapeutic functions simultaneously [3,6–8].
Because of the high absorption efficiency and photothermal conversion
efficiency (PCE, η) in the near-infrared (NIR) region, gold nanorods (Au
NRs) are preferred and promising candidates for broad biomedical
applications such as photothermal therapy (PTT), photodynamic
therapy, photoacoustic (PA) imaging, surface enhanced Raman spec-
troscopy and labels in diagnostics and sensors [9–17]. Because Au NRs
exhibit low photostability owing to the melting effect, and easily cluster
and aggregate, thereby restricting their applications in PTT [18], the
surfaces of Au NR-based nanoplatforms are usually modified with dif-
ferent materials including inorganic materials [6,19], polymers [14,18]
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and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) [13,20,21], thereby forming
hybridized nanocomposites that exploit the excellent optical perfor-
mance of Au NRs. For instance, Bao and coworkers have synthesized
dumbbell-like Au NR-Cu7S4 core-shell heterostructures that sig-
nificantly increase the η to 62%—much higher than that of single Au
NRs (η = 39%) [19]. Wang et al. have combined a polyaniline deri-
vative poly (o-methoxyaniline) (POMA) with Au NRs to form POMA/Au
NR core-shell hybrids with high PCE (η = 21.8%) [14]. Porphyrinic
MOFs have also been used with individual Au NRs incorporated inside,
thus producing delicate core-shell composites with enhanced drug
loading efficiency, NIR light-triggered drug release capability and a PCE
of 20.6%. After the surface modification of Au NRs, both clustering and
aggregation can be effectively inhibited. However, polymers or MOFs
can be typically separated from Au NRs and not even be excreted easily
from the body, thus prompting concerns about their stability and po-
tential toxicity. Moreover, the PCE is relatively low [15].
Among all the transition metals, bismuth, a biocompatible metallic

element, remarkably has nonexistent toxicity and excellent tolerance
even with large doses [22]. It is worth mentioning that the PT prop-
erties of bismuth are better than those of the reported copper PT agents,
such as Au NR-Cu7S4, that produce long-term toxicity due to the metal
ions. The commercialization of bismuth-relevant drugs has spread
worldwide, owing to the good results in treating several diseases, ty-
pically gastropathy infected by Helicobacter pylori [23–28]. Because of
the high atomic number (Z = 83) of bismuth, Bi2S3 has been used as a
theranostic nanomedicine for precise cancer diagnostics with the as-
sistance of computed tomography (CT) imaging. These applications are
facilitated by these nanomaterials’ outstanding properties including X-
ray attenuation capability (Bi, 5.74 cm2/g at 100 keV; I, 1.94 cm2/g at
100 keV; Au, 5.16 cm2/gat 100 keV; Pt, 4.99 cm2/g at 100 keV), long
residence time, low toxicity, ease of metabolism as well as NIR light-
induced PTT performance [29–33], which decreases the required dose
and enables more flexibility in clinical settings. Recently, considering
the good PT performance of Au and Bi2S3, Zhang and coworkers syn-
thesized Bi2S3–Au NRs by incorporating Au NPs into Bi2S3 NRs. The PT
performance of Bi2S3 NRs has been found to be significantly enhanced
under NIR laser irradiation [32], with an ultrahigh PCE of 51.06%,
owing to the enhancement of nonradiative electron-hole recombination
inside Bi2S3 NRs in the presence of Au NPs. The Bi2S3–Au NRs were
easily internalized by cancer cells and subsequently caused more severe
cell apoptosis and effective inhibition of tumor growth than single Bi2S3
NRs under irradiation by a 808 nm NIR laser, thus exhibiting great
potential for CT imaging-guided PTT for cancer.
Here, we asked how the PT performance of Au NRs might be af-

fected if Bi2S3 were combined with Au NRs to form Au@Bi2S3 NPs. Via a
simple method, we thus synthesized Au@Bi2S3 nanobones (Au@Bi2S3
NBs) as a potential theranostic nanoplatform, which was applied to
enable the first described NIR-triggered PTT. Scheme 1 illustrates the
fabrication of Au@Bi2S3 NBs as the theranostic agent in synergistic
cancer therapy. First, Au NRs was synthesized according to a previously
reported method [34]. L-ascorbic acid (AA), hexamethylenetetramine
and thioacetamide (TAA) were then thoroughly mixed with Au NR-
containing solution to synthesize Au@Bi2S3 NBs with subsequent ad-
dition of bismuth acetate. Under vacuum, the mixture stood for 8 h at
80 °C to form the Au@Bi2S3 core-shell NBs. Second, poly(vinylpyrroli-
done) (PVP) was used to functionalize the Au@Bi2S3 NBs (Au@Bi2S3-
PVP NBs) to increase the biocompatibility, prolong the residence time
in vivo and improve the loading performance toward doxorubicin
(DOX). Third, the precise visualization of trace Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs
accumulating in the tumors was performed through PT ablation and
PA/CT imaging. The multiple functions of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs as an
effective contrast agent in angiography and an efficient PT agent al-
lowed for excellent real-time monitoring and efficient treatment of tu-
mors. Finally, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs were efficiently internalized into
HepG2 human liver cancer cells and induced severe cell injury upon
NIR laser irradiation. After subcutaneous administration to female

BALB/c tumor-bearing nude mice, the tumor sites were easily visua-
lized as Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs accumulated inside tumors, owing to their
outstanding PA/CT imaging ability and PT effects. After treatment,
tumor growth was effectively inhibited without affecting the body
weight of mice, and no obvious pathological changes were found in
major organs, a result indicative of the low toxicity and expected bio-
compatibility of these NBs. Therefore, the new and feasible method
described here enabled fabrication of an effective theranostic nano-
platform with a powerful multimodal imaging-guided chemo/PT ca-
pacity for precise cancer treatment.

2. Materials & methods

2.1. Chemicals and reagents

Cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB,> 98.0%), tetra-
ethylorthosilicate (TEOS, GR), 5-bromosalicylicacid (> 98.0%), hy-
drogen tetrachloroaurate trihydrate (HAuCl4∙3H2O), silver nitrate
(AgNO3,> 99%), sodium borohydride (NaBH4, 99%), bismuth acetate
(99.5%), bismuth nitrate pentahydrate (Bi(NO3)3·5H2O), sodium sulfide
nonahydrate (Na2S·9H2O), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 96%), AA, hex-
amethylenetetramine, DOX, PVP, TAA and 4′,6-diamidino-2-pheny-
lindole (DAPI) were purchased from J&K Scientific Ltd. (Shanghai,
China) and used without further purification. 3-(4, 5)-dimethylthia-
hiazo-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) was obtained from
Sigma (cat. M2003). Fresh doubly distilled water was used to make all
aqueous solutions. All relevant glassware was immersed in aqua regia
and thoroughly washed with doubly distilled water, then dried in an air
dry oven.

2.2. Characterization

The morphology, size and structure of the synthesized core-shell
Au@Bi2S3 NBs were determined through transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM, Tecnai G2 F20 S-Tcin). UV–Vis absorbance was recorded
on a UV–Vis 1901 spectrophotometer (Phoenix). X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on an ESCALAB 250Xi (Thermal
Scientific). Contact angles of materials were measured through
DataPhysics OCA-Series. A Flir E40 compact infrared thermal imaging
camera (FLIR Systems, U.S.A) was used to measure the thermographs.
The in vivo imaging was performed with a NightOWL II LB983 instru-
ment (Berthold, Germany).

2.3. Preparation of Au NRs and core-shell Au@Bi2S3 NBs

Preparation of Au NRs: The Au NRs were produced using the pre-
viously reported seed-growing method [34]. First, 0.364 g CTAB was
dissolved in 9.75 mL H2O, and this was followed by the addition of
250 μL 10 mM HAuCl4. Second, 1.0 mL 60 mM NaBH4 aqueous solution
was thoroughly mixed with the above yellow solution under rapid
stirring, and the color quickly changed to brown. After 2 min of stirring,
the seed solution was obtained and kept stationary at 30 °C for 30 min
for subsequent use. Third, 23.80 mL doubly distilled water containing
0.45 g CTAB and 55 mg 5-bromosalicylic acid was heated in a 50 mL
Erlenmeyer flask while stirring until both CTAB and 5-bromosalicylic
acid were completely dissolved. Then, 0.60 mL 40 mM AgNO3 solution
was added dropwise after the temperature of the solution decreased to
30 °C. After 30 min, 1.25 mL 10 mM HAuCl4 solution was subsequently
added under slow stirring (~400 rpm). The stirring continued for
15 min. Afterward, 64 μL 0.1 M AA was pipetted in, and the resulting
solution was vigorously stirred for 30 s, thus forming a colorless growth
solution. Immediately, 40 μL seed-containing solution was accurately
transferred into the above prepared solution of growth with stirring for
30 s and was kept undisturbed overnight (about 12 h) at 30 °C to allow
the growth of bone-like Au NRs (Au NBs). Finally, the Au NBs were
obtained after centrifugation at 18,000 rpm for 15 min, followed by two
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washes with water and redispersion in 20 mL water.
Preparation of core-shell Au@Bi2S3 NBs: For synthesis of Au@Bi2S3

NBs, 5.0 mL uncentrifuged Au NB solution was first placed in a round-
bottom flask (25 mL), and 1.0 mL 0.1 M AA, 1.0 mL 0.1 M hexam-
ethylenetetramine and 0.04 mL 0.1 M thioacetamide were then suc-
cessively pipetted in. After the color changed from magenta to deep
purple, 0.01 mL of 0.1 M bismuth acetate was added. Under vacuum,
the obtained mixture was stored without being disturbed for 8 h at
80 °C to allow formation of the Au@Bi2S3 core-shell NBs. Afterward, the
prepared Au@Bi2S3 NBs were collected by centrifugation of the mixture
containing Au@Bi2S3 NBs at 18,000 rpm for 15 min and were subse-
quently washed with water. Then 3.0 mL of Au@Bi2S3 NB solution was
mixed with 5.0 mL doubly distilled water containing 4.0 mg PVP for
reaction. The solution was sonicated for 20 min and stirred for 30 min.
The finally collected Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs were stored in deionized water
for subsequent use.

2.4. Surface plasmon enhancement

Preparation of Bi2S3 NRs: The Bi2S3 NRs were synthesized with an
environmentally friendly solvothermal method. Briefly, 0.249 g Bi
(NO3)3·5H2O was first mixed with 35 mL ethylene glycol solution under
vigorous stirring. After 30 min of stirring, 1.0 mL aqueous solution
containing 0.18 g Na2S·9H2O was slowly added to the mixed solution,
which was vigorously stirred for 2 min and became black. The mixture
was then transferred into a 50 mL Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at
180 °C for 2 h in an electric blast drying oven after being completely
sealed. After the autoclave naturally cooled to room temperature, the
nano-products were collected by centrifugation and successively wa-
shed two times with ethanol and doubly distilled water to remove the

excess impurities.
UV–Vis measurements: The UV–vis spectra of 100 μg mL−1 Au NRs,

100 μg mL−1 Bi2S3 NRs, 100 μg mL−1 Au NRs mixed with 100 μg mL−1

Bi2S3 NRs, and 100 μg mL−1 Au@Bi2S3 NBs were obtained with a
UV–Vis 1901 spectrophotometer (Phoenix).

2.5. Physiological stability of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs

The freshly prepared Au@Bi2S3 NBs were dispersed in doubly dis-
tilled water, PBS (pH 7.4) and Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium
(DMEM, containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin
streptomycin (PS)) with a solution concentration of 25 μg mL−1. The
hydrated particle size distributions (HD) of Au@Bi2S3 NBs in three
solutions were measured daily within the first 7 days.

2.6. In vitro drug loading and release

Twelve milligrams of as-prepared Au@Bi2S3 core-shell NBs was
added into 30 mL PBS (pH 7.4) containing 3.0 mg DOX. After being
completely mixed under stirring at room temperature, the mixed so-
lution was stored in the dark for 48 h to obtain the final stable DOX-
loaded Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB solution. The obtained mixture was washed
twice with PBS to remove the weakly bonded or free DOX immediately
after 10-min centrifugation at 12,000 rpm. At 483 nm, the UV–Vis
absorbance value of the supernatant was subsequently measured. On
the basis of equations (1) and (2) below, the encapsulation efficiency
and loading content of DOX that physically adsorbed on the surfaces of
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs were calculated:

Encapsulation efficiency = DOX weight in Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs/total

Scheme 1. The scheme of the DOX loaded Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs for PT/PA/CT imaging and chemo/PT synergetic therapy for liver cancer.
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weight of used DOX (1)

Loading content = DOX weight in Au@Bi2S3-PVP/weight of Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX NBs (2)

In the in vitro drug release experiment, 5.0 mL PBS (pH 7.4) and
5.0 mL HAc/NaAc buffer (pH 5.0) were used to disperse the as-prepared
Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX nanocomposites under stirring and ultrasonica-
tion, respectively, thus forming two 1.0 mg mL−1 Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX
solutions as release media. The UV–Vis absorbance value of the released
DOX was measured at 483 nm every 1 h according to the following
protocol. Briefly, the release medium was stirred at 37 °C and cen-
trifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min. A certain volume of supernatant was
then acquired and measured with the same volume of the corre-
sponding release medium supplemented subsequently.

2.7. Evaluation of PT performance

To evaluate the PT properties of Au@Bi2S3 NBs, we placed 1.0 mL of
Au@Bi2S3 NB aqueous solutions at concentrations of 0, 6.25, 12.5, 25,
50 and 100 ppm in a 48-well culture plate which was irradiated with an
808 nm laser for 5 min. The power density ranged from 0 to 3.4 W/cm2.
During irradiation of the Au@Bi2S3 NB solutions, a thermocouple probe
was placed perpendicular to the laser path to avoid the direct irradia-
tion of light on the probe. The temperature of the Au@Bi2S3 NB solu-
tions was recorded every 30 s by a digital thermometer with a 10 mm
diameter laser module.

2.8. Hemolysis assay

Healthy human blood samples were provided by the Department
Laboratory Diagnostics of Changhai Hospital (Shanghai, China) and
approved for research purposes by the China Committee for Research
and Animal Ethics. After the addition of 10 mL PBS to a 5.0 mL blood
sample, the mixture was fully mixed, and this was followed by a 10-min
centrifugation at 3000 rpm. After removal of the supernatant, the re-
maining red blood cells (RBCs) were washed five times with PBS and
redispersed in 50 mL PBS. Both positive and negative controls were set
with distilled water and PBS, respectively. An 0.8 mL volume of Au@
Bi2S3-PVP PBS solution at different concentrations was then in-
dividually mixed with 0.2 mL diluted RBCs and allowed to stand un-
disturbed for 4 h at room temperature. Immediately before the UV–Vis
absorbance measurement at 570 nm, each solution was centrifuged for
10 min (12,000 rpm). Equation (3) below was used to calculate the
hemolysis ratio induced by Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs [35,36]:

Hemolysis ratio = {(absorbance value per group - absorbance value in
the control (−) group)/(absorbance value in the control (+) group -
absorbance value in the control (−) group)}× 100% (3)

2.9. Culture of HepG2 cells

The culture of HepG2 human liver cancer cells was performed in
DMEM (high glucose, penicillin: 80 U/mL, streptomycin:
0.08 mg mL−1, Keygenbio) containing 10% FBS. The cultivation en-
vironment was 5% CO2 and 37 °C.

2.10. In vitro cytotoxicity of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs

In a 96-well plate, HepG2 cells were seeded at a density of
1 × 104 cells/well for 12 h and allowed to attach to the bottom. The
cells were incubated in complete Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB-containing
medium at different concentrations (1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150 and
300 μg mL−1) for 24 h at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Afterward, 10 μL of
5.0 mg mL−1 MTT solution was added in each well and incubated for
another 4 h. After removal of the culture medium, 100 μL DMSO was

added into each well. The 96-well plate was subsequently shaken for
10 min on a shaker to fully dissolve the purple crystals at the bottom of
the wells. Finally, the measurement of UV–Vis absorbance of formazan
in each well was completed at 570 nm with a plate reader. In each
group, five parallel measurements were collected.

2.11. Cell uptake of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX NBs

HepG2 cells were first seeded in 12-well plates at a density of
2 × 105 cells/well. Then, the medium was removed after all cells ad-
hered to the well bottoms. Subsequently, cells were incubated for 2 h
with 20 μg mL−1 DOX and 100 μg mL−1 Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, re-
spectively. After the medium was removed through gentle rinsing of the
adherent cells, the cells were stained with DAPI and observed under an
inverted fluorescence microscope.

2.12. In vitro inhibition of free DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs and Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX NBs

A 96-well plate was used to seed HepG2 cells at a density of
1 × 104 cells/well and placed in a cell incubator for 12 h to allow
attachment to the well bottom. The cells were then incubated for 4 h in
complete medium containing DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs and Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX NBs at equivalent concentrations. PBS was used to rinse the
wells three times to remove excess free inhibitors. For the PT and PT-
chemotherapy treatment, each well was irradiated for 3 min with an
808 nm laser. The output power density was 1.45 W/cm2. Afterward,
another 24 h incubation was performed. Finally, the cell viability in
each well was investigated via the MTT method. Five parallel mea-
surements were collected for each group.

2.13. In vitro fluorescence staining of different treatments

HepG2 cells were seeded in 12-well plates with a cell density
2 × 105 cells/well and placed in a cell incubator for 24 h to allow cells
to adhere to the well bottoms. Then the treatments were separately
conducted with Au@Bi2S3-PVP, DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, Au@Bi2S3-
PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR. After the 24 h incubation,
the unattached NBs were removed through gentle rinsing of the ad-
herent cells. Fresh medium was then added. An 808 nm laser was
chosen to irradiate the differently treated cells in each well for 3 min at
an output power density of 1.45 W/cm2, and propidium iodide (PI) was
used to stain the cells (red nuclear stain). After laser irradiation, the
combined therapy (PT and chemotherapeutic effects) of cells was
monitored during another 24 h cell incubation. After being rinsed
twice, the cells were fixed with 0.5 mL 4% formaldehyde for Hoechst
33,258 (nuclei, blue) staining. After the slides were stained and sealed,
the fluorescence images were taken.
Similarly, HepG2 cells were seeded in 24-well plates at a density of

1 × 105 cells/well; the plates were then placed in a cell incubator until
all cells adhered to the well bottoms. Treatments were then conducted
with Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX. After a 12 h incubation, the incubation so-
lution was replaced with fresh medium, and the cells were irradiated
with an 808 nm laser for 3 min at an output power density of 1.45 W/
cm2. Finally, calcein acetoxy-methyl ester (Calcein AM) and PI were
applied to stain all the cells.

2.14. In vitro cell migration assays

After being seeded in six-well plates at a density of 3 × 105 cells/
well, HepG2 cells were placed in a cell incubator for 24 h and allowed
to adhere to the well bottoms. With a 10 μL pipette tip, scratch lines
were made every 0.8 cm vertically through the formed monolayer, and
the culture medium was then removed; this was followed by three
washes with PBS to eliminate floating cells. Afterward, the cultured
cells were incubated in 1% FBS containing 1% DMSO, Au@Bi2S3-PVP,
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DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX + NIR with the same concentration (5 μM). The migration ima-
ging for each group was sequentially captured at 6 h, 12 h and 24 h.
Equation (4) shows the calculation of the cell migration rate in each
group:

Migration rate = (Wa / Wc) × 100% (4)

where Wc and Wa refer to the migration distance of the control group
and the analyzed group, respectively.

2.15. In vitro colony formation assays

HepG2 cells were seeded in six-well plates with a cell density
400 cells/well and incubated in culture medium containing 1% DMSO
and 20 μg mL−1 of Au@Bi2S3-PVP, DOX, Au@Bi2S3-/PVP/DOX, Au@
Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR. More than 50 cells
were needed for colony counting. After seeding, the number of colonies
was recorded on the 7th day. The calculation of the colony formation
rate was according to equation (5) below:

Colony formation rate = (number of colonies/number of seeded
cells) × 100% (5)

Each treatment was carried out in quintuplicate.

2.16. In vivo infrared thermal imaging

All animal experiments were carried out under the approval of the
China Committee for Research and Animal Ethics in compliance with
the laws pertaining to experimental animals. First, two mice were in-
jected with 10% trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (40 mg/kg) for anaes-
thetization. Subsequently, 100 μL 500 μg mL−1 Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was
administered to the mice through caudal vein injection, and PBS was
used as a control. One hour after the mice were injected, the tumor area
was irradiated with an 808 nm laser for 3 min. The output power
densities were set to 0.8 W/cm2 and 1.45 W/cm2. The temperature was
recorded every 1 min via an FLIR System.

2.17. In vivo PTT of tumors

HepG2 cells were subcutaneously inoculated in the right side of the
scapula in the selected BALB/c nude mice at a dose of 1.2 × 106 cells
per mouse. All mice were fed for 3–5 weeks until the tumors grew to a
diameter of 8–10 mm, and then two mice were anaesthetized by in-
jection of 10% trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (40 mg/kg). One mouse
was treated with 100 μL 500 μg mL−1 Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, and a second
was treated with 100 μL PBS as a control. One hour later, the mice in
each group were irradiated with an 808 nm laser at the output power
density of 0.8 W/cm2 or 1.45 W/cm2 for 3 min. Finally, all mice were
scarified for tumor removal. The tumors were subsequently embedded
in paraffin and cryosectioned into 6 μm slices which were stained with
hematoxylin/eosin for examination. The images were captured with a
Nikon TE2000-U inverted fluorescence microscope.

2.18. In vivo PA/CT imaging

After the HepG2 cells (about 1.2 × 106 cells/mouse) were sub-
cutaneously injected into the female BALB/c nude mice, 3–5 weeks’
feeding was required to allow the tumors to grow to 7–8 mm in dia-
meter. Before CT scanning, 100 μL of 500 μg mL−1 Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs
was administered to the mice through the tail vein (TV) or through
intratumoral (IT) injection, with saline as a control. To anesthetize the
mice, 10% trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate was used at a dosage of
40 mg/kg body weight. At 1 h after injection, the CT imaging was
performed.
The PA imaging was conducted with an animal PA imaging system

(Vevo LAZR-X, USA). Through both TV and IT injection, 100 μL Au@
Bi2S3-PVP NBs were administered to HepG2 tumor-bearing BALB/c
nude mice, and PBS was used as a control. The mice were anesthetized
with isoflurane before the PA images were recorded. The NIR-I window
ranging from 680 to 970 nm was set as the excitation wavelength with
10 nm intervals. The PA signal intensity of the tumor site was detected
at different times: pre-injection, 2 h, 4 h and 6 h.

2.19. In vivo antitumor effects

1.2 × 106 HepG2 cells were subcutaneously inoculated in the right
side of the scapula of each BALB/c nude mouse, which had been fed for
3–5 weeks to achieve a tumor diameter of 6–7 mm. The mice were then
divided into six groups: 1) PBS, 2) Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, 3) DOX, 4) Au@
Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, 5) Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and 6) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX + NIR. Each group contained five replicate mice to minimize the
differences in tumor sizes. Then 100 μL of the examined materials at
different concentrations was administered through TV injection for
each group (Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB based materials, 2 mg/kg; DOX,
0.4 mg/kg). For groups 5 and 6, 1 h after the injection, an 808 nm laser
was used to irradiate the tumor area with a power density of 1.45 W/
cm2 for 3 min for PTT. The mice in each group were injected on days 0
and 6. When the therapy ended, the mice were dissected to collect the
tumors, which were photographed and weighed successively. At the
same time, the hearts, livers, spleens, lungs and kidneys were also
collected and preserved in 4% formaldehyde for the subsequent ex-
amination of the biological toxicity of the target materials.

2.20. In vivo pharmacokinetics

A total of 100 μL of 2 mg/kg Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was administered
through TV injection into HepG2 tumor-bearing BALB/c nude mice.
Then, the blood was collected from the orbital vein at various time
points (2 min, 5 min, 10 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h or 12 h) to
determine the gold concentration in the blood by ICP-MS.

2.21. Blood routine analysis and biochemistry

HepG2 tumor-bearing BALB/c nude mice were divided into six
groups: 1) PBS, 2) Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, 3) DOX, 4) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX,
5) Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and 6) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR. Each
group contained three mice to minimize the inter-individual differ-
ences. A total of 100 μL of the examined material was then administered
through TV injection for each group (Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs based mate-
rial, 2 mg/kg; DOX, 0.4 mg/kg). For groups 5 and 6, 1 h after the in-
jection, an 808 nm laser was used to irradiate the tumor area with a
power density of 1.45 W/cm2 for 3 min. The mice in each group were
injected on days 0 and 6. The blood was collected after the therapy
ended.

2.22. Statistical analysis

Experimental data were compared in Prism software. The results
obtained are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (S.D.) and
were considered statistically significant when *p < 0.03,
**p < 0.002, ***p < 0.0002 or ****p < 0.0001.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of Au@Bi2S3 NBs

Since the first demonstration by Murphy et al. CTAB, a cationic
surfactant, has been shown to improve seed-mediated growth more
effectively and thus has been widely used in the preparation of Au NRs
[37,38]. The Au NRs were synthesized through this method. However,
to tune the aspect ratio of Au NRs to achieve a greater longitudinal
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surface plasmon resonance (L-SPR) than 700 nm, 5-bromosalicylic acid
was used as an additive. Fig. 1A shows an L-SPR of Au NRs greater than
700 nm, which was mainly ascribed to the large aspect ratio exceeding
3.0. The concentration of CTAB used here was 0.05 M, and the con-
centrations of other additives such as AgNO3 were optimized to reduce
the viscosity of Au NR growth solution for better solute diffusion and to
control the reshaping of CTAB-stabilized Au NRs to bone-like NRs. The
amount of AgNO3 used not only significantly influences the maximum
length obtainable [39] but also exhibits appreciable effects on the yield
and dimensions of the Au NRs in the presence of Br− ions from CTAB
[40–42]. Generally, the large lattice mismatch between S and Au makes
the growth of semiconductor sulfide shells on Au NRs difficult [43].
Through a one-pot reaction, however, the sulfide shell can easily form
on the surfaces of Au NRs. The cooperative effects of CTAB, AA and S
source (TAA) were studied on the formation of typical bone-like mor-
phology. The co-promoting effect of CTAB and TAA was considered to
substantially contribute to the formation of the morphology of Au@
Bi2S3 NBs. CTAB has previously been revealed to bind much more
strongly to the side facets than the ends of Au NRs, thus leading to a
higher overgrowth rate of semiconductor shell along the ends than
along the side facets [44]. AA not only serves as a reducing agent for the
directed overgrowth of Au but also facilitates the growth of a sulfide
shell. According to a previous report [45], AA assists in the deposition
of dense and complete semiconductor shells on metallic NPs. The
combination of a sulfide (S) source from TAA with Bi3+ generates a
complex and then transports the metallic ions to the Au surface through
cooperation with CTAB, thus leading to the growth of Bi2S3 shells on
the surfaces of Au NRs. Therefore, regardless of the size of the lattice
mismatch (as for Au@Bi2S3 NBs: 2–3%), the Bi2S3 nanoshell formed
outside the Au NRs [46]. The morphology of the Au@Bi2S3 NBs was
viewed under different magnifications (from 50 nm to 20 nm), as shown
in Fig. 1B and C. Moreover, the PVP modification formed a vague shell

on the surfaces of Au–Bi2S3 NBs, which did not obviously change the
shape of the Au@Bi2S3 NBs (Fig. 1D). The composition and structure of
the as synthesized Au@Bi2S3 NBs were measured by performing ele-
mental linear screening through energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) (Fig. 1E), and the transverse surface distributions of Au, Bi and S
were clearly observed across the Au@Bi2S3 NBs.

3.2. XPS analysis of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs

The chemical composition of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was determined
via XPS analysis. The fitted spectrum of Au4f in Fig. 2A displayed two
typical peaks (Au4f5/2 and Au4f7/2) of the elemental Au at the binding
energies of 87.35eV and 83.67 eV, respectively, indicating the presence
of Au NRs. In Fig. 2B, peaks of Bi4f5/2 (164.15 eV and 158.74 eV) and
Bi4f7/2 (163.11eV, 157.80 eV) were clearly observed and were ascribed
to the binding of Bi with S in the structure of Bi2S3. The peak at
160.97 eV might have been from the trace byproduct, Bi2O3. In the
fitted spectrum of S2p (Fig. 2C), the peaks corresponding to S2p1/2
(164.16 eV and 158.69 eV) and S2p3/2 (163.12 eV and 157.70 eV)
verified the formation of a Bi2S3 shell. The small peak at 161.00 eV
might have been due to the formation of trace Au–S bonds, a possibility
supported by the small peak of the Au–S bond at 85.32 eV in the fitted
spectrum of Au4f. The existence of C–C, C–N and C]O bonds inside
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was confirmed by three peaks at 284.78 eV,
285.95 eV and 287.60 eV, respectively (Fig. 2D). Fig. 2E shows the
fitted spectrum of N1s, in which both N–C and N–H bonds from PVP
were clearly observed at 399.61 eV and 401.91 eV. In addition, in
Fig. 2F, the peak of C]O was observed at 531.85 eV, and the other two
peaks at 532.55 eV and 530.95 eV were probably from the adsorbed O2
and trace Bi2O3 inside the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs. All the obtained results
revealed the formation of Au@Bi2S3 NBs and the successful modifica-
tion of PVP on their surfaces.

Fig. 1. TEM images of A) initial Au NRs, B and C) Au@Bi2S3 NBs and D) Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs; E) scanning position; and EDS spectrum of Au@Bi2S3 NBs.
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3.3. Surface plasmon enhancement and physiological stability of Au@Bi2S3
NBs

To further confirm the formation of Au@Bi2S3 NBs, we first syn-
thesized Bi2S3 NRs according to a previously reported method for
comparison, and the variations in the extinction spectra of Au NRs,
Bi2S3 NRs, Au + Bi2S3 NRs and Au@Bi2S3 NBs were obtained, as shown
in Fig. 3A, and found to be dependent on the shape of Au NRs and the
Bi2S3 nanoshell. The Au NRs had two clear absorption peaks at 531 nm
and 749 nm (black curve). For the initial Au NRs, the extinction band
around 530 nm corresponded to the transverse SPR (T-SPR), and an-
other at ~750 nm belonged to the L-SPR. Only a weak absorption peak
was present around 500 nm for Bi2S3 NRs (red curve). For the mixture
of Au + Bi2S3 NRs, two absorption peaks appeared at 515 and 749 nm
(blue curve), results almost the same as those for Au NRs, and the slight
blue shift to 515 nm was probably caused by the overlay of adsorption
and interaction between Au NRs and Bi2S3 NRs. After Au NR cores were
coated with Bi2S3, we expected the Au@Bi2S3 NBs to demonstrate SPR
absorption. Interestingly, both T-SPR and L-SPR absorptions still clearly
appeared, and a red-shift to approximately 820 nm accompanied by a
~2.0 times intensity enhancement was observed for the L-SPR wave-
length (green curve). The increasing refractive index of the surrounding
medium as a result of Bi2S3 coating was believed to mainly cause the
red-shift of the L-SPR wavelength [47], and the local field enhancement
from the Au NR surface plasmon coupling probably led to the enhanced
absorption of Au@Bi2S3 NBs [48,49]. The formation of Au@Bi2S3 NBs
and not the simple mixture of Au + Bi2S3 NRs was further verified.
In addition, the physiological stability of Au@Bi2S3 NBs was in-

vestigated in different solutions including doubly distilled water, PBS
(pH 7.4) and DMEM (containing 10% FBS and 1% PS), and their time-
dependent HDs were measured daily within the first 7 days as the key
criterion to assess the stability. Au@Bi2S3 NBs were well dispersed in all
three solutions, and no obvious aggregation was observed after the 7-
day incubation, as reflected in the clearly constant HD of Au@Bi2S3 NBs
(Fig. 3B). The results indicated that Au@Bi2S3 NBs displayed excellent
physiological stability in doubly distilled water, PBS and DMEM.

3.4. Properties of Au@Bi2S3 NBs after PVP modification

As mentioned above (Figs. 1D and 2), a vague shell was clearly
observed on the surfaces of Au@Bi2S3 NBs as a result of the successful
PVP modification. In addition, as compared with Au@Bi2S3 NBs
without PVP, the appearance of obviously enhanced peaks of C1s, N1s
and O1s confirmed the presence of PVP on the surfaces of Au@Bi2S3-
PVP NBs, as shown in Fig. 3C. After the modification of PVP, a typical
amphiphilic polymer used to improve the biocompatibility of Au@Bi2S3
NBs and DOX loading, DOX easily adsorbed to the surfaces of Au@
Bi2S3-PVP NBs with improved aqueous dispersibility due to the elec-
trostatic interaction. The measurement of the contact angle before
(~65.5°) and after (~20.8°) the modification of PVP verified the clearly
improved hydrophilicity of Au@Bi2S3 NBs, as a result of the formation
of a PVP layer (Fig. 3D). More importantly, in cancer treatment, the use
of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs is required to have high biocompatibility. The
influence of the Au@Bi2S3 NBs with or without PVP on the viability of
cancer cells was therefore investigated to further assess their bio-
compatibility in vitro (Fig. 3E). First, both Au@Bi2S3 NBs and Au@
Bi2S3-PVP NBs at different concentrations (1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150
and 300 μg mL−1) were incubated with HepG2 cells for 24 h, and then
the cell viability was tested via MTT assays. No adverse effects on cell
viability were observed after PVP modification, even at concentrations
as high as 300 μg mL−1, thus revealing the low cytotoxicity of the Au@
Bi2S3-PVP NBs. In addition, the blood compatibility of Au@Bi2S3-PVP
NBs was evaluated through hemolysis assays of RBCs (Fig. 3F). The
hemolytic behavior of the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was investigated at
varying concentrations up to 400 μg mL−1, and doubly distilled water
and PBS were selected as positive and negative controls, respectively,
according to a previously described protocol [50]. A ten-fold dilution of
fresh blood stabilized with EDTA was used to prepare suspensions of
RBCs in PBS. At 570 nm, the UV–Vis absorbance of the supernatant was
determined to calculate the concentration of hemoglobin released by
the hemolyzed RBCs. At concentrations from 20 to 400 μg mL−1, the
RBC hemolysis was negligible between the Au@Bi2S3 NBs with or
without PVP (Fig. 3E), thus suggesting that both Au@Bi2S3 NBs and
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs have excellent blood compatibility [50]. Moreover,
the PVP modification clearly increased the blood compatibility of Au@
Bi2S3-PVP NBs. The observed favorable blood compatibility was

Fig. 2. XPS fitted spectra of A) Au4f, B) Bi4f, C) S2p, D) C1s, E) N1s and F) O1s in Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs.
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comparable to that of reported polyethylene glycol (PEG)-modified
mesoporous silica nanoparticles [50], thus supporting safety in bio-
medical applications.
As discussed, PVP modification improves DOX loading, because of

ready adsorption to the surfaces of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs through elec-
trostatic interactions. Thus, by mixing solutions of DOX (orange) with
the core-shell Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs (dark brown) for 24 h at room tem-
perature, DOX loaded Au@Bi2S3 nanocomposites (Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX) (brown) formed (Fig. 3G), as verified through UV–Vis spectra
(Fig. 3H). DOX exhibited substantial absorbance in the UV–Vis region at
~490 nm, whereas the as-formed Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX showed not only
the plasma absorption band of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs but also the typical
absorption peak of DOX, thus revealing the successful incorporation of
DOX into Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs. High encapsulation efficiency (74.0%)
and loading content (15.6%) were obtained for the DOX incorporated
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, which were comparable to those of the previously
reported Au@mSiO2 core-shell nanostructures (67.8% and 14.5%)
[51]. Moreover, in PBS (pH 7.4) and acetate buffer (HAc/NaAc, pH
5.0), the corresponding cumulative DOX release within 12 h was in-
vestigated, as shown in Fig. 3I. At pH 5.0, the nanocomposites showed a
rapid release of DOX (26% of drug released) in the first 3 h and a
sustained relatively slow release afterward (red curve). The drug re-
lease rate within 12 h was calculated to be as high as 48%. By com-
parison, the release rate of DOX was much lower in PBS (yellow curve),

with less than 5% of DOX released within 12 h. The different release
rates of DOX were attributed primarily to the protonation/deprotona-
tion of PVP, a pH sensitive amphiphilic polymer, which can undergo a
protonation/deprotonation switch under different pH conditions. DOX,
a cationic anticancer drug, was easily attracted to the surface of PVP-
modified Au@Bi2S3 NBs under neutral conditions, owing to the strong
electrostatic interaction between PVP and DOX, and was partly released
in lower pH media [52,53]. Thus, the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs displayed
promising pH sensitive drug release, owing to the variations in the
electrostatic attraction between Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs and drug molecules
in different pH media [54], thus increasing the accumulation of DOX in
the cytoplasm of HepG2 cancer cells and decreasing DOX release in
healthy tissues. The drug delivery performance of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs
was compared with that of several previously reported Bi-based nano-
materials (Table 1). Usually, the encapsulation efficiency of a drug is
used to evaluate the drug delivery performance of nanomaterials. The
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs clearly showed a drug encapsulation efficiency
comparable to those of the listed Bi-based materials. Moreover, in the
simulated tumor microenvironment (pH 5.0), Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX ex-
hibited a higher DOX release rate (46% within 10 h) than the reported
membrane-camouflaged quercetin-loaded hollow bismuth selenide na-
noparticles (M@BS-QE NPs, ~40% within 10 h) [55]. Although DOX is
a clinically effective anticancer drug, adequate doses during cancer
therapy unavoidably produce severe side effects. However, the more

Fig. 3. A) UV–Vis spectra of Au NRs, Bi2S3 NRs, Au + Bi2S3 NRs and Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs; B) physiological stability of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs in doubly distilled water,
PBS (pH 7.4) and DMEM; C) XPS survey spectra and D) contact angles of both Au@Bi2S3 NBs and Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs; E) the viability of HepG2 cells and F) the
hemolytic percentage of RBCs (inset: images of hemolysis in each group) incubated with the Au@Bi2S3 NBs and Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs at various concentrations (doubly
distilled water: positive control; PBS: negative control); G) different colors and H) UV–Vis spectra of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, DOX and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX; I) the
cumulative release profiles of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX in PBS (pH 7.4) and HAc/NaAc solution (pH 5.0). Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation of five
replicates (*p < 0.03, **p < 0.002, ***p < 0.0002 and ****p < 0.0001).
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effective accumulation of DOX in HepG2 cancer cells and the lower
amount of released DOX in normal tissues accordingly enhanced the
long-term therapeutic efficacy and decreased toxicity.

3.5. Cell uptake of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX NBs

Cell uptake of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX NBs was examined by recording
the fluorescence images of HepG2 cells treated with PBS, DOX and Au@
Bi2S3-PVP/DOX for 2 h, to evaluate the intracellular drug delivery of
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs (Fig. 4). After being stained with DAPI (blue
fluorescence), HepG2 cells incubated with DOX loaded Au@Bi2S3-PVP
NBs were observed under an inverted fluorescence microscope. As
shown in the fluorescence images in Fig. 4, compared with the control
results, weak red fluorescence was observed in the merge fluorescence
image of HepG2 cells treated with DOX only, thus indicating that only a
small amount of free DOX entered the cells. In contrast, after the in-
cubation of HepG2 cells with Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, the nuclei of HepG2

cells exhibited remarkably enhanced red fluorescence, which was as-
cribed to the increasing amount of DOX taken up into the nuclear re-
gion of HepG2 cells, thus revealing the efficient cellular uptake of Au@
Bi2S3-PVP NBs. These results strongly indicated that the Au@Bi2S3-PVP
NBs can effectively deliver DOX into HepG2 cancer cells and show great
potential as drug carriers for cancer treatments [60,63].

3.6. PT performance

PT agents can be used to damage or even kill cancer cells at specific
tumor sites by locally converting photons into heat during PTT for
cancer. Au@Bi2S3 NBs were regarded as good nanoheaters for tumor
ablation because of their remarkable NIR absorbance. Under the NIR
irradiation of an 808 nm laser (at a power density of 1.45 W/cm2), the
temperature changes of 1.0 mL Au@Bi2S3 NB solution were detected at
different concentrations varying from 6.25 to 100 ppm. After each so-
lution was irradiated for 5 min, the temperature elevation for all Au@

Table 1
Comparison of Au@Bi2S3 NBs with other Bi-based nanomaterials in terms of particle size, PTT, bioimaging and drug loading performance.

Name Particle size PCE (η) Bioimaging Drug loading capacity Refs.

Bi2S3 NRs 50 nm (length)
10 nm (width)

~28.1% yes – [56]

Bi2S3–Au NRs 60 ± 5 nm (length)
15 ± 2 nm (width)

51.06% yes – [32]

Bi2S3-PEG Nus ~137 nm ~18.3% yes ~37.9% [57]
Tam-Bi2S3@mPS 130 nm (length)

60 nm (width)
29.53% yes 60.85% [58]

Bi-BSA NRs ~134 nm ~27.1% yes 69% [59]
Bi2Se3@mSiO2-PEG NPs ~60.5 nm ~30.5% no ~50% [60]
Bi2WO6-DOX-PEG NSs ~117 nm (lateral size)

~2.4 nm (thickness)
36.5% yes 81.3% [61]

Bi2S3@MSN NPs ~100 nm 36.62% yes 99.85% [62]
Au@Bi2S3 NBs ~41 nm (length)

12 nm (width)
~68.1% yes 74.0% This work

Note: Bi2S3 NRs: Bi2S3 nanorods; Bi2S3–Au NRs: Bi2S3–Au nanorods; Bi2S3-PEG Nus: PEGylated Bi2S3 nano-urchins; Tam-Bi2S3@mPS: trastuzumab-Bi2S3@meso-
porous silica; Bi-BSA NRs: bovine serum albumin modified Bi nanoraspberries; Bi2Se3@mSiO2-PEG NPs: PEG modified mesoporous silica-coated Bi2Se3 nanoparticles;
Bi2WO6-DOX-PEG NSs: PEGylated and DOX-loaded Bi2WO6 nanosheets; Bi2S3@MSN NPs: mesoporous silica-coated Bi2S3 nanoparticles.

Fig. 4. Fluorescence images of HepG2 cells treated with PBS, DOX and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX for 2 h. Red fluorescence: DOX; blue fluorescence: cell nuclei after DAPI
staining. Scale bar: 100 μm.
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Bi2S3 NB solutions increased from 4.2 to 72.5 °C. However, the doubly
distilled water showed a small temperature change under the same
power density (Fig. 5A and C). Therefore, the temperature variation
showed a strong dependence on the concentration of Au@Bi2S3 NB
solutions. When the concentration of Au@Bi2S3 NBs was 100 ppm, the
temperature increase was clearly dependent on the power density
(Fig. 5B and D). With an increase in the laser function power density
from 0 to 3.4 W/cm2, the solution's temperature increased by 18.5,
24.1, 41.4, 65.7 and 72.5 °C, after the 5 min irradiation. After irra-
diation, the final temperature was sufficiently high to burn the cancer
cells to death. The η of Au@Bi2S3 NBs was calculated to be as high as
68.1%, according to a previously described method [64–66] (Fig. 5F),
much higher than that of Au NRs (49.1%, Fig. 5E) and many existing
nanomaterials used as PT agents [64–71]. Several other Bi-based na-
nomaterials were compared with Au@Bi2S3 NBs in tumor PTT
(Table 1). The Au@Bi2S3 NBs performed better in PTT because of the
ultrahigh PCE among the listed materials (and significantly higher than
45.3% for Bi-SR-PEG and 51.06% for Bi2S3–Au NRs [32,72]). Briefly, η
was calculated with equation (6) below:

= ( )
h T TS( max,dis surr, water)

I 1 10 A808 (6)

where h, S, I and A808 refer to the heat transfer coefficient, the surface
area of the sample container, the laser power density and the absor-
bance of dispersion at the wavelength of 808 nm, respectively. △Tmax,
diss and △Tsurr, water correspond to the temperature changes of the
sample dispersions and doubly distilled water at the maximum equili-
brium temperature. The temperature decrease was recorded im-
mediately after the light source was turned off and was used to calcu-
late the value of hS in the equation (Fig. 5E and F). Thus, the Au@Bi2S3
NBs exhibited a greatly improved PCE after being coated with Bi2S3,
probably as a result of the release of heat radiation caused by the re-
combination of excited electrons with electron-holes inside Bi2S3 in the
presence of Au NRs under NIR radiation. These results confirmed that
the introduction of Bi2S3 markedly enhanced the adsorption of Au NRs
in the NIR region. Because cancer cells can be efficiently eliminated by
such hyperthermia in a short time [73], Au@Bi2S3 NBs were thus

presumed to be a suitable agent for PTT treatment of cancers. In ad-
dition, no obvious difference in temperature change was observed for
the Au@Bi2S3 NB solutions among three PT measurements, thus re-
vealing the excellent photostability.

3.7. In vivo PT imaging and in vitro inhibition behavior

The injected areas of two mice were perpendicularly irradiated
under power densities of 0.8 W/cm2 and 1.45 W/cm2 with an 808 nm
semiconductor laser. After 3 min laser irradiation, both the infrared
thermal imaging and the temperature were recorded (Fig. 6). As shown
in Fig. 6A, before irradiation, a light blue color over the whole mouse
body clearly indicated a uniform temperature distribution in the two
mice, which completely disappeared, owing to the dramatically chan-
ging color, after laser irradiation. After being individually irradiated
with 0.8 and 1.45 W/cm2 for 3 min, the tumor regions injected with
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs changed from green to red and became larger,
whereas the tumor region injected with PBS became sky blue, as
compared with the color after irradiation by 0 W/cm2. The Au@Bi2S3-
PVP NB-injected tumor area was heated to 45 °C and 52 °C very quickly
after 3-min irradiation under an output power density of 0.8 W/cm2

and 1.45 W/cm2, respectively, a temperature sufficiently high to kill the
cancer cells in vivo. Moreover, both the increase rate and the attainable
maximum of temperature of the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs were higher than
those of Bi2S3-PEG Nus and gadolinium-chelate functionalized and
PEG-modified Bi nanoparticles (Gd-PEG-Bi NPs) [74,75]. In contrast,
the tumor temperature increased by less than 5 °C for the control mouse
after receiving the same irradiation treatment. Therefore, both the
temperature and color changes around tumor cells were detected
through infrared thermal imaging of the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs irradiated
with the 808 nm NIR laser.
The effects of the individual PTT and chemotherapy, as well as their

in vitro combination, were evaluated by culturing HepG2 cells in a
series of media containing the same amounts of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs,
free DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs and Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX under NIR laser irradiation (Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR, Au@
Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR). An equivalent dosage was applied to each

Fig. 5. Temperature increase curves of A) doubly distilled water and Au@Bi2S3 NB solution at concentrations from 6.25 to 100 ppm, and C) 100 ppm Au@Bi2S3 NB
solution irradiated with an 808 nm laser (at power density varying from 0 to 3.4 W/cm2); B and D) different laser power densities under 808 nm laser irradiation with
a concentration of 100 ppm versus irradiation time; typical temperature curves of the aqueous solutions of E) Au NRs and F) Au@Bi2S3 NBs versus time (laser on for
5 min and then laser off; doubly distilled water as control); the measurement of the time constant for the system heat transfer used the linear regression of the cooling
profile of E) Au NRs and F) Au@Bi2S3 NBs.
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group for the evaluation of cell viability via MTT assays. Fig. 6B shows
that the cell viability clearly decreased when the material concentration
increased in all groups except for the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs group. No
obvious effects on cell viability were induced in the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB
group. The cell inhibition rate accelerated with increasing concentra-
tion in both the Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR
groups, thus suggesting that the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs were able to ef-
fectively kill HepG2 cells by acting as a PT agent under the NIR laser
irradiation. Furthermore, the DOX released from the Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX nanocomposites showed dose-dependent cytotoxicity and induc-
tion of cell death; therefore, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs could further serve as
nanocarriers of anticancer drugs for chemotherapy. More importantly, a
markedly enhanced inhibition effect was found in the Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX + NIR group compared with both the free DOX and Au@Bi2S3-
PVP + NIR groups at an equivalent concentration. Therefore, the
prepared Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs not only showed preferable PT ablation of
HepG2 cells and effective DOX delivery for cancer chemotherapy, but
also exhibited a significantly enhanced therapeutic efficiency of cancer
as a result of the combination of PTT with chemotherapy, as compared
with the individual in vitro treatment. All the results indicated that Au@
Bi2S3-PVP/DOX may be a powerful agent with promise for applications
in combined chemo/PT therapy for liver cancer.

3.8. Investigations of in vitro migration and colony formation

The cell scratch method is often used to assess cell migration ability
by incubation of cells with drugs. The growth and forward movement of
the surrounding cells to the central scratch area indicate the presence of
cell migration. Fig. 7A and B shows the clear treatment time-dependent
migration of the HepG2 cells to the scratch area in both control (PBS)
and Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB treated groups; the cell migration rate was
maintained at over 57% and 42% for HepG2 cells in each group after
treatment for more than 24 h (Fig. 7B). However, after the 24 h
treatment with Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, the migration of the HepG2 cells
to scratch area was not obviously observed. These results revealed that
the Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX nanocomposites were highly active in in-
hibiting the migration of HepG2 cells, and would probably weaken in
vivo tumor migration. As more free Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX nanocompo-
sites became available to enter cancer cells as a result of the improved
solubility, the activity of HepG2 cells were significantly inhibited, thus
causing weak migration of HepG2 cells to the scratch area after treat-
ment.
The proliferation ability of single HepG2 cells is usually evaluated

via colony formation assays. As described for the in vitro cytotoxicity
assays, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR exhibited a favorable inhibition
rate against the growth of HepG2 cells, and thus was chosen as the
optimal concentration throughout the colony formation assays. The
same concentration was applied to DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, Au@

Bi2S3-PVP/DOX and Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR for comparison. As shown in
Fig. 7C and D, the colony formation rate of HepG2 was higher than 50%
in the DOX-treated group, as compared with than in the control group.
Without DOX, a high colony formation rate (almost 100%) was ob-
served in the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs group, a result indicative of the poor
inhibition in the colony formation of HepG2 cancer cells. In contrast,
the colony formation (less than 10%) was dramatically inhibited after
Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR was applied, thus verifying the excellent
anti-cell-proliferation activity of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR toward
HepG2 cancer cells. The outstanding bioavailability and solubility of
Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX appears to strongly contribute to the excellent
anti-proliferation capability.

3.9. In vitro fluorescence staining

Using fluorescence microscopy, we further examined the influence
of different formulations on the intracellular localization of DOX and
cell apoptosis (Fig. 8). After propidium iodide (PI) staining, the cells
treated with free DOX showed red fluorescence, thus indicating fast
diffusion and internalization of DOX. After incubation with DOX for
24 h, most of the DOX was clearly visible in cellular nuclei, Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR. As shown in Fig. 8A and B,
Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX efficiently delivered DOX into living HepG2 cells,
thus suggesting that the drug release profile within cancer cells was
dependent on the time and pH. Additionally, cell division clearly oc-
curred in both the control and Au@Bi2S3-PVP groups (Hoechst
staining), whereas cell division was effectively controlled in the DOX,
Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX + NIR groups. In comparison, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR in-
duced the most efficient apoptosis among these six groups.
To further visually demonstrate the synergistic killing effect on

cancer cells after various treatments, we stained both living and dead
HepG2 cells with calcein AM (green) and PI (red), respectively. As
shown in Fig. 8C, bright green fluorescence without a red signal was
observed for HepG2 cells after exposure to the 808 NIR laser only, and
the red signal was clearly strengthened after the HepG2 cells were
treated with Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX. However, the combination of Au@
Bi2S3-PVP/DOX with laser irradiation led to remarkable cell death,
wherein strong red fluorescence signals were observed in HepG2 cells
treated with both Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX and the NIR laser for 12 h, thus
indicating that cell apoptosis was intensively induced after the com-
bined treatment. These results further confirmed that the Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX nanocomposites may serve as a powerful and promising
agent for synergistic chemo/PT therapy of cancer.

3.10. PA and CT imaging of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs

As mentioned above, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs performed efficient PT

Fig. 6. A) Infrared thermal imaging of two mice administered Au@Bi2S3 NBs (right) or PBS (left) via TV injection, exposed to an 808 nm laser (0.8 W/cm2 and
1.45 W/cm2) for 3 min. B) The cell viability of Au@Bi2S3 NBs, free DOX, Au@Bi2S3-DOX, Au@Bi2S3+NIR and Au@Bi2S3-DOX + NIR incubated with HepG2 cells at
different concentrations. An 808 nm laser was used to perform the NIR irradiation for 3 min. Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation of five replicates
(*p < 0.03, **p < 0.002, ***p < 0.0002 and ****p < 0.0001).
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conversion during the PTT of liver cancer under irradiation by an
808 nm NIR laser. The NIR adsorption peak resulted from the localized
SPR of Au@Bi2S3 and was located in the NIR-I window (680–970 nm)
favorable for bioimaging applications such as PA imaging [76,77]. As
shown in Fig. 9A and B, the PA absorbance of the aqueous solutions
containing Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was linearly dependent on the con-
centration of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs ranging from 0 to 2.0 mg mL−1, as
expected. Given the remarkable in vitro PA imaging response and ex-
cellent biocompatibility of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, in vivo PA imaging
using Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs as contrast agents was further performed with
an excitation wavelength from 680 to 970 nm. Before and after the TV
or IT injection of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, the PA images of the mouse
tumor were recorded (Fig. 9C). The PA signal intensity of the tumor site
without injection of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was too low to discriminate the
tumor tissue from the surrounding normal tissue because of the weak
intrinsic absorption of tumor tissue. However, after the administration
of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs through TV injection, the PA signal in the tumor
region was significantly enhanced, thus allowing the tumor profile to be
distinguished as a result of the gradual accumulation of the Au@Bi2S3-

PVP NBs inside tumors, probably because of the enhanced permeability
and retention (EPR) effect [76,77]. Moreover, the PA signal intensity
visually increased with prolonged retention times (2 h, 4 h and 6 h) in
circulation, as shown in Fig. 9C, thus indicating the time-dependent
accumulation of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs at the tumor site. Importantly, the
intensity of the PA signal at tumor sites was comparable for TV and IV
injections of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, thus further verifying the effective
accumulation of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs at the tumor site. This finding
should be highly important for PA imaging guided therapy for tumors.
Bi's high atomic number endows it with extraordinary X-ray at-

tenuation ability, thus prompting the application of biocompatible Au@
Bi2S3-PVP NBs in CT imaging as a contrast enhancing agent [78,79]. In
the medical field, CT is a popular imaging tool for diagnosis because it
can deeply penetrate tissues and has high resolution. Here, with a
clinical scanner, the CT performance of the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was
evaluated in nude tumor-bearing mice. A total of 100 μL of Au@Bi2S3-
PVP NBs at a concentration of 500 μg mL−1 was injected into an-
esthetized mice via TV injection and IT injection, and PBS was used as a
control; the CT images are shown in Fig. 9D. After being injected with

Fig. 7. The effects of a) control, b) Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, c) free DOX, d) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, e) Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and f) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR on A)
HepG2 cell motility conducted through cell migration evaluation and D) single HepG2 cell proliferation conducted through colony formation evaluation; the
corresponding changes in B) migration rate and C) colony formation rate, with control as comparison. Data are provided as the mean ± SD of five individual
experiments (*p < 0.03, **p < 0.002, ***p < 0.0002 and ****p < 0.0001).

Fig. 8. A) Hoechst and B) PI staining of different treatments for 24 h. 1) control, 2) Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, 3) DOX, 4) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, 5) Au@Bi2S3-PVP+ NIR, 6)
Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR; C) Calcein-AM/PI staining of different treatments for 12 h. 1) control, 2) NIR, 3) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, 4) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR.
Scale bar: 400 μm.
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Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, the tumor sites showed clear high image contrast,
with the tumor region becoming much brighter. The clear CT contract
enhancement of the liver and spleen suggested that Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs
accumulated via reticuloendothelial system (RES) absorption and were
further metabolized and removed through the liver and spleen [80,81].
Moreover, compared with the previously reported Bi-BSA NRs [59],
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs displayed more obvious CT contract in tumor

regions, thus enabling monitoring of the degree of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB
accumulation in the tumors for effective PTT and identification of the
size and location of tumors too small to be visible. In addition, the in-
jection mode (IT or TV) influenced the contract intensity of the tumor
region. IT injection was more visible than TV injection, owing to the
longer blood circulation of TV injection, which probably weakened the
accumulation of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs in the tumor region. Furthermore,

Fig. 9. A) Quantitative measurement of PA signals and B) PA images of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB solutions at various concentrations; C) in vivo PA images of tumor sites in
tumor model mice before and after TV and IT injection of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB solution; D) in vivo CT imaging of tumors. The tumor site is indicated with a red arrow in
top and front view 1 h after injection.

Fig. 10. (A) Tumor volume, (B) tumor weight and (C) tumor images after treatment with a) PBS, b) Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, c) free DOX, d) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, e) Au@
Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and f) Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR through TV injection; D) Pharmacokinetic profiles of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX in the plasma in a HepG2 tumor-
bearing BALB/c nude mouse model administered via TV injection. Hematoxylin & eosin (HE) staining of tumor tissues after treatment with (E) PBS and (F) Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX + NIR. Data are provided as the mean ± SD of five individual experiments (*p < 0.03, **p < 0.002, ***p < 0.0002 and ****p < 0.0001).
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the CT performance of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs was comparable to or even
better than that of quantum dots (~16 nm [66], 2–6 nm [82]), carbon
dots (~4.2 nm [83], ~20 nm [84]), Au/Ag/Cu nanoclusters (~73.8 nm
[85], 50 nm [86], 3 nm [87]), upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs,
~14 nm [88], ~52.8 nm [89]) and several other nanoparticles with
particle sizes above 100 nm, such as Bi2S3-PEG Nus [57]. These results
indicated the great potential of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs to perform CT
imaging of tumors.

3.11. In vivo antitumor effects

Comparative studies of effectiveness in tumor inhibition were con-
ducted to investigate in vivo therapeutic efficacy of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs.
Thirty female nude mice with the HepG2 human liver cancer cell model
were randomly distributed into six groups: control, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs,
DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX + NIR. Here, the DOX dosage was equivalent between the Au@
Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR group and other DOX groups. The tumors in
both Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR groups
were irradiated via an 808 nm laser for 3 min under a power density of
1.45 W/cm2. No irradiation was applied in the three groups of PBS
(control), Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs and DOX. During the 14-day therapy, no
mice died. The mice were killed on the 15th day, and tumors were
excised and weighed (Fig. 10). The tumor volume was monitored every
other day in each group (Fig. 10A). Of note, at the beginning of treat-
ment (day 0), the mice in each group had homogeneous tumor volumes.
After the termination of treatment, the mean tumor weights in each
group were recorded (Fig. 10B). Compared with the control, the Au@
Bi2S3-PVP + NIR group exhibited enhanced inhibition activity and a
smaller mean tumor weight of 0.035 ± 0.05 g (control:
0.400 ± 0.150 g), thus demonstrating that Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs effec-
tively inhibited the tumor growth under the NIR laser irradiation.
However, after treatment with the Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR, the
most significantly enhanced antitumor activity among the six groups
was obtained, and the mean tumor volume on day 4 had decreased to
almost 0.007 mm3, a value significantly smaller than that of any other
group, as seen from the photographs of the tumor-bearing mice and the
exfoliated tumors in Fig. 10C. The injection was planned on day 0 for
treatment, and a marked therapeutic effect was observed in the Au@
Bi2S3-PVP/DOX group receiving the same DOX dosage as the free DOX
group, thus indicating the excellent drug delivery efficiency of Au@
Bi2S3-PVP NBs. After a 6-day treatment, the tumor volume increased
markedly faster than that at 6 days before, thus suggesting that 6 or 7
days might achieve the ideal treatment efficiency for Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX. That is, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX required 6 or 7 days to slowly re-
lease DOX. These results indicated that Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs have sub-
stantial PT and chemotherapeutic effects in cancer treatment. Fur-
thermore, the long in vivo blood circulation of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX
significantly enhanced the therapeutic efficacy toward tumors. Ac-
cordingly, the pharmacokinetic behavior of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX was
studied by monitoring the concentrations of Au in the plasma in a
HepG2 tumor-bearing BALB/c nude mouse model administered Au@
Bi2S3-PVP/DOX via TV injection. The pharmacokinetic profiles in
Fig. 10D clearly displayed a long blood circulation time of Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX within 12 h—a duration comparable to those of several other
reported materials, thus further supporting the excellent therapeutic
effects of Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX in tumor treatment [90,91].
The Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs may function as a PT agent to ablate cancer

cells in vitro and in vivo. After injection with Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs and a
3-min irradiation, the HE staining was used for histological examina-
tion of the tumors, in which degenerative changes of coagulative ne-
crosis were clearly observed in considerable tumor regions showing
pyknosis, karyorrhexis and karyolysis, as compared with those injected
with saline (Fig. 10E and F). Accordingly, the as-prepared Au@Bi2S3-
PVP NBs can effectively destroy tumor cells in vivo by serving as a PT
agent.

Immediately after the irradiation treatment, the tumor region be-
came whitish, revealing the disruption of blood perfusion [92]. After 1
day of treatment, a black scar formed on the irradiated tumor area.
Some scars partially fell off after the 10-day treatment. Tumors in the
Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR group became smaller than those in the control
group but were not completely inhibited after treatment, probably be-
cause of irradiation of small areas within the larger tumor area [93].
However, the mouse tumor volumes in the Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR
group were much smaller than those in the Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR
group, thus displaying enhanced antitumor activity of the Au@Bi2S3-
PVP/DOX+ NIR. The possible reasons for these results may be ascribed
to i) a synergistic effect from the combination of chemotherapy with
PTT and ii) the inhibition of tumor growth for a longer time as a result
of sustained and slow DOX release from Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX after laser
irradiation. Thus, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR exhibited a markedly
enhanced in vivo inhibition behavior over both Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR
and free DOX, and ultimately led to effective PT/CT/PA-imaging bi-
modal guided chemo/PT synergistic cancer therapy.

3.12. Routine blood analysis, blood biochemistry and histopathological
examination

To assess the potential in vivo toxicity of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, we
performed routine blood analysis and examined blood biochemistry
and histopathology in the HepG2 tumor-bearing BALB/c nude mouse
model injected IV with Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX. The healthy mice injected
with PBS were used as the control group. Several routine blood indexes
and hematological markers were analyzed immediately after the
therapy, including white blood cells (WBCs), RBCs, erythrocyte dis-
tribution width (RDW), platelet mass distribution width (PMDW), pla-
telets (PLT), platelet distribution width (PDW), platelet component
distribution width (PCDW), mean platelet volume (MPV), mean platelet
mass (MPM), mean platelet concentration (MPC), mean corpuscular
volume (MCV), mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC),
alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST),
serum urea (UREA) and creatinine (CREA). As shown in Fig. 11A-P, the
values of all selected blood indexes in the Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX-treated
mice were in the normal biodistribution range. Furthermore, the his-
topathological examination of the tissues from major organs, such as
the heart, liver, lung, spleen, and kidney, was conducted through
standard histological techniques with HE staining. As shown in
Fig. 11Q, neither noticeable apoptosis nor obvious pathological changes
in major organs were observed in the Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, free DOX,
Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/
DOX + NIR groups, thus collectively indicating the low in vivo systemic
toxicity and good in vivo biocompatibility of the synthesized Au@Bi2S3-
PVP NBs.

4. Conclusions

On the basis of Au@Bi2S3 core-shell NBs, we successfully developed
a precision nanomedicine designed specifically for mutltimodal PT/PA/
CT imaging-guided chemo/PT therapy for liver cancer. The as-prepared
Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs not only exhibited properties of strong NIR ab-
sorption, a high loading capacity for DOX, excellent biocompatibility
and enhanced X-ray attenuation ability, but also provided a pH/NIR
dual-responsive platform for synergistic chemo/PT cancer therapy.
Importantly, the PCE of Au@Bi2S3 NBs was significantly enhanced by
coating a Bi2S3 nanofilm on the surfaces Au NRs. These excellent
properties of Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs ensured the efficient PTT of HepG2
cancer cells and mutltimodal PT/PA/CT in vivo imaging for precise
tumor destruction with the assistance of “visualization of satellite” and
“precision of weapon”. The Au@Bi2S3-PVP NB based treatment in-
hibited both tumor growth in mice treated with NIR laser irradiation,
indicating the effectiveness and importance of chemo/PT synergistic
cancer therapy. Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, a powerful theranostic agent, had
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Fig. 11. (A–P) Routine blood tests and blood biochemistry: (A) WBC, (B) RBC, (C) RDW, (D) PMDM, (E) PLT, (F) PDW, (G) PCDW, (H) MPV, (I) MPM, (J) MPC, (K)
MCV, (L) MCHC, (M) ALT, (N) AST, (O) UREA and (P) CREA; (Q) HE staining of tissues after treatment with PBS, Au@Bi2S3-PVP NBs, DOX, Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX,
Au@Bi2S3-PVP + NIR and Au@Bi2S3-PVP/DOX + NIR. Data are provided as the mean ± SD of 3 individual experiments. Magnification: × 20.
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no obvious influence on mouse body weight and did not cause patho-
logical changes in major organ tissues. The discovery of Au@Bi2S3-PVP
NBs provides new insights into combined chemo/PT therapy for cancer
and expands the possibilities of nanocarriers as a multifunctional nano-
platform in such combined therapy.
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